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division will be ruled out. The younger son who has
not yet separated from his parents will support the
remaining parent, who will hand over most of his or
her economic authority to the married son even without
division. When both parents are dead, the reserved
share will go to the younger son, in consideration of
the support he has given them. Thus he will also in
the end inherit two shares. But if the elder brother
shares in the support of their parents, he will have a
claim on the reserved share. The final division will
not necessarily be equal.
The house is divided in several ways. If the parents
are living, the eldest son will have a house outside.
In the case of Chou, the junior village head, he, being
the younger son, lives with his parents in the old house.
His eider brother moved, after the division of Chia^
to a new house not far from the old one. If the
division of Chia occurs after the death of the father,
the elder son will occupy the old house and the younger
son moves out with the mother. To build or to find
a new house is difficult* Thus in most cases the old
house is simply divided into two parts ; the elder takes
the east part and the younger the west. (The orienta-
tion of the house is always to the south.) The front
room is occupied in common.
If there is one son only, he will demand separation
from his parents only in case of serious conflict. In
this case it means no more than a demand for economic
independence. The amount of the son's share is not
important because it is only a temporary allotment.
In the end all the property will be handed over to him ;
when the parents are old and unable to work, they will
be re-incorporated into their son's Chia. The process
of re-incorporation does not undermine the rights

